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Abstract: Sleep occupies roughly one-third of our lives, yet the scienti½c community is still not entirely
clear on its purpose or function. Existing data point most strongly to its role in memory and homeostasis:
that sleep helps maintain basic brain functioning via a homeostatic mechanism that loosens connections
between overworked synapses, and that sleep helps consolidate and re-form important memories. In this
review, we will summarize these theories, but also focus on substantial new information regarding the relation of electrical brain rhythms to sleep. In particular, while REM sleep may contribute to the homeostatic
weakening of overactive synapses, a prominent and transient oscillatory rhythm called “sharp-wave ripple”
seems to allow for consolidation of behaviorally relevant memories across many structures of the brain. We
propose that a theory of sleep involving the division of labor between two states of sleep–REM and nonREM, the latter of which has an abundance of ripple electrical activity–might allow for a fusion of the two
main sleep theories. This theory then postulates that sleep performs a combination of consolidation and
homeostasis that promotes optimal knowledge retention as well as optimal waking brain function.

Sleep is clearly a basic human drive, yet we do not
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fully understand its purpose or function. One could
argue that quiet but conscious rest could be just as
ef½cient as sleep for recuperating certain parts of
the body and would be less dangerous, since the brain
would not be closed to outside inputs. From the evolutionary point of view, then, unconscious sleep must
offer an unseen advantage to the brain.
In attempting to understand the neural implications of sleep and neural activity during sleep, the
½eld has focused on the view–well supported by data
–that sleep bene½ts memory and general neural function. In more recent years this claim has been split
into two subdomains: 1) a hypothesis centered on
homeostasis, wherein sleep reverses the overelaboration and exhaustion of neural networks brought
about by prolonged waking states; and 2) a hypothesis that sleep consolidates important memories for
long-term storage. In sleep theory, as in neuroscience, much attention has recently been focused on
synaptic connections, which carry information between neurons. Yet at the level of the synapse, these
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two theories seem to conflict: while the
homeostatic theory states that synapses,
in general, are weakened, the consolidation theory states that selected synaptic connections should be strengthened
during sleep as a way to consolidate
memory.
We seek here to summarize the major
concepts in the neuroscience of sleep (and
refer the interested reader to a more comprehensive review of the relationship between sleep and memory).1 We propose
that electrical brain rhythms are key physiological features that allow the brain to
carry out all aspects of the tasks of sleep
and that offer important insight into those
tasks. We also seek to determine whether
these two apparently opposing views on
sleep might be reconciled.

B

efore proceeding to examine the relationship between sleep and brain rhythms,
it is worth reviewing some aspects of brain
structure and function that are pertinent
to the topic. Our current understanding
of the brain is that the basic currency of
computation is a collection of electrical
signals transferred from one cell to another.
This occurs via action potentials (electrical
signals within neurons that are triggered
after neurons have received suf½cient excitatory input) and highly adaptable chemical synaptic contacts (specialized junctions
between neurons that allow information to
pass between them). The action potential
signals are generated by individual neurons at rates ranging from one per minute
to tens or even hundreds per second. They
are large enough in amplitude to be measured from outside the neuron, and extracellular recordings are often used by neuroscientists as measures of information
transmission by a given neuron or population of neurons. The synaptic connections
among neurons are relatively sparse and
are often structured rather than random,
creating functional “circuits”; and per68

haps resultantly, volleys of action potentials are often generated by coordinated
populations of neurons in a cohesive
manner.
All of this complexity must be harnessed
and organized somehow. This is partly accomplished through the spatial segregation of neurons into subdivisions of the
brain (often referred to as nuclei or simply
regions) such as the hippocampus, the thalamus, or the neocortex. Each region and its
interactions are thought to handle speci½c neural tasks: controlling breathing
rhythms, enabling visual perception, handling emotions, or navigating places and
memories. To orchestrate these spatially
distinct and seemingly task-speci½c regions, the brain employs a temporal organizational scheme using periodic electrical oscillations (regular fluctuations in electrical potential occurring simultaneously
in many neurons, which are measurable
even from outside the brain) to achieve
two fundamental operations.
The ½rst is perpetual local-global communication, whereby the results of local
computations are broadcast to widespread brain areas so that multiple structures are simultaneously informed about
any given local effect.2 Relatedly, in the
reverse direction, global brain activity is
made available to individual local circuits
by electrical oscillations; this is often
referred to as “top-down” control.3 The
second fundamental feature of the brain
is its persistent activity; that is, the ability
of an input to induce and maintain a longlasting activity trace long after the input
has already vanished, even during sleep.4
Electrical oscillations appear to facilitate
these functions via their capacity to coordinate groups of neurons and to divide
information into transmittable chunks.

The collective electrical activity of the
neurons of the brain is such that signals
from large populations of neurons can be
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recorded, either with high ½delity from
electrodes inside the tissue of the brain
(local ½eld potential recording, or lfp),
or in an attenuated form from outside the
head (through electroencephalography,
or eeg). Both during sleep and in waking
states, the lfp and eeg show perpetually
changing activity (see Figure 1A). Sometimes large-amplitude slow oscillations are
predominant, while at other times smallamplitude fast oscillations are present, but
most often many rhythms coexist simultaneously.
Neuronal oscillations have been found
to exist in the brains of all animals. In
mammals, electrical signals over a broad
range of frequencies from as low as one
wave every forty seconds (0.025 Hz) to as
high as six hundred waves per second (600
Hz) have been recorded. In addition, perhaps the best documented but least emphasized fact about brain dynamics is that
spectral features of the eeg and lfp are
similar in all mammals, independent of
brain size. Every known eeg pattern of the
human brain is present in all other mammals investigated to date. Furthermore,
the correlations of various families of frequencies with aspects of overt behavior
and cognition both within and across
species have led to the idea of frequency
bands: groups of oscillation frequencies
in the brain that act as single functional
entities (for example, all frequencies from
5–8 Hz may act similarly; Figure 1B). Scientists have classi½ed at least ten mutually
interacting oscillation bands that are mainly de½ned by their behavioral correlations.
The rhythms constantly interact with
each other and form a linear progression
on a natural logarithmic scale (Figure 1B
again).5 The fact that these oscillations are
highly organized and evolutionarily conserved leads to hypotheses about their
function: oscillations may enable neurons
to form “assemblies” and synchronize
enough to effectively propagate informa144 (1) Winter 2015

tion in neural networks. Second, an even
more oscillation-centric interpretation is
that synchronization of various brain nuclei is the embodiment of perception, and
that since oscillations would be essential to
synchronization, they are the key to perception.6
Most forms of brain rhythms result from
rhythmic inhibitory synaptic transmission
(inputs from neurons with net inhibitory
effects on the other neurons around them)
onto bulk neuronal populations including the information-carrying excitatory
neurons.7 The rhythmic inhibitory volleys
from these cell populations provide windows of alternating reduced (inhibited)
and enhanced excitability and offer natural temporal frames for grouping or temporally “chunking” neuronal activity into
what appear to be functionally related
groups of action potentials. The neurons
generating these grouped action potentials
are called cell assemblies and constitute the
basic units of information processing. This
stop-start parsing function of neuronal oscillators (and their hierarchical cross-frequency coupling organization, detailed below) can support “syntactical” rules for
neural communication that are known to
both sender and receiver, making communication more straightforward than if
areas of the brain had to interpret long
uninterrupted messages or stochastic
patterns of action potentials.
In addition to instantaneously organizing neurons and inducing them to ½re action potentials together, oscillations may
play broader and more task-speci½c organizational roles. Functionally, many different oscillations often co-occur in the same
brain state and can interact with each other
either within the same brain structure or
across anatomical regions. The nature of
these interactions of oscillations is hierarchical: the phase of the slower oscillation
modulates the power of the faster ones, a
mechanism known as cross-frequency
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(A) Recordings of brain waves occurring over approximately three seconds. Each line is a recording from one electrode with abcissa representing time and ordinate representing voltage. Top two lines are recorded from outside
the skull (eeg), the middle two lines are recordings from inside the skull but on the brain surface (ecog; electrocorticography), and the bottom two are recorded from electrodes inside the brain. (B) Illustration of the families, or “bands,” of oscillatory rhythms in the brain; each is labeled with a horizontal bar. Note that a system of
rhythms is formed with a logarithmic relationship among the constituent oscillations. Source: (A) courtesy of
Gregory Worrell of the Mayo Clinic and Scott Makeig of the University of California, San Diego; (B) from György
Buzsáki and Andreas Draguhn, “Neuronal Oscillations in Cortical Networks,” Science 304 (2004): 1926–1929.
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coupling.8 An illustration of the effect of
brain rhythms on neural communication is
the interaction between (5–8 Hz) “theta”
rhythm in the hippocampus and the
higher-frequency (30–90 Hz) “gamma”
rhythm in the neocortex.9 With theta oscillations, the hippocampus can temporally coordinate and re-route inputs from
other cortical regions (during exploratory
behavior, for example) so that the incoming information from disparate regions
arrives at approximately the same time and
at the phase when the receiver hippocampus is most able to process it.10

Oscillations also appear to participate
in another major task of the brain: learning new information in order to effectively
shape future action. Brains, small and
large, are predictive devices that exploit the
recurrence of events to learn and use effective actions for various future situations.
Learning and memory allow the brain to
evolve and adapt to the constantly changing realities brought into our lives by new
places, new social acquaintances, new decisions, new positions, and new roles.
One of the basic tenets of modern neuroscience is that learning and memory are
accomplished by the creation or alteration
of synaptic connections between neurons.
Synchronization of neuronal activity, as
occurs during oscillations, can play a key
role in the formation of new connections,
physically connecting neurons (each carrying information about a different aspect
of the world) in order to allow storage of
new associations between the elements of
the world represented by those neurons.
The ability of synapses to strengthen or
weaken communication among neurons
as a result of experience is called plasticity,
and it is a cardinal mechanism for adaptation and survival.
In summary, neuronal oscillations are a
syntactical structure that is essential to the
brain’s basic functions of information
144 (1) Winter 2015

transmission and computation.11 Oscillations may also make learning possible by
precipitating coordinated changes in internal circuits as life is experienced. With
this background, we turn to sleep, focusing on how brain rhythms seem to allow
all the tasks of sleep to be accomplished.
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Over the last few decades, brain researchers have used empirical evidence to
attempt to de½ne the relationships between sleep, learning, and memory. Initial
studies showed that although all memories decay with time, they do so more slowly during sleep than during waking. As increasing numbers of studies with larger
sample sizes began to show similar results, researchers widely accepted that new
experiences may interfere with earlier
memories, and that sleep may be a “temporary shelter” in which memories can
persist better than during waking.12
Later views, however, began to incorporate the knowledge that sleep is not a singular entity but rather is composed of two
distinct electrochemical substates known
as slow-wave sleep (sws or non-rem) and
rapid eye movement (rem) sleep, and that
these physiologically distinct states may
play separate roles in memory. During a
given episode of sleep, these states appear
in a cyclical and relatively stereotyped pattern (Figure 2). Sleep begins with a light
form of sws, progresses to deeper sws
(during which time it is more dif½cult to
awaken the individual and the slow-wave
electrical activity is more powerful),
retreats back to shallow sws, and ½nally
concludes with rem sleep before beginning a new cycle. As mentioned, sws is
characterized by large slow waves, which
occur at 0.5 to 4 Hz and are quite distinct
from waking rhythms (Figure 2, bottom
right); in contrast, local ½eld potential
recordings of rem sleep look very similar
to those of the waking state, with smalleramplitude gamma waves dominating the
71
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Top panel is a graph of the depth of sleep (depth greater and arousability less toward bottom of the graph) showing
a cyclic alternation between sws and rem sleep. At bottom are example tracings for each state. Note the difference in brain wave amplitude and frequency across states. Source: György Buzsaki, Rhythms of the Brain (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2006).

neocortex and theta-nested gamma waves
(gamma-wave packets occurring at regular portions or phases of theta cycles) in
the hippocampus. Chemically, sws and
rem states are also distinct: sws correlates with a clear decrease in the activity
of brain systems secreting the neuromodulators serotonin, histamine, and
acetylcholine; but rem sleep involves the
selective reinstatement of waking-like
acetylcholine system activity. Additionally, sws and rem each involve the activation of unique regions in the brain
stem.
rem sleep initially grabbed the most attention in the scienti½c community, and
a number of researchers found strong
72

correlations between pre-sleep learning
and subsequent rem sleep duration.13
Furthermore, increased rem sleep during human nighttime sleep predicted better performance in later procedural
tasks.14 Animals such as rats also showed
greater memory retention and behavioral
performance on memory-requiring tasks
after sleep with increased rem.15 Deprivation of rem sleep in animals seemed to impair memory for complex tasks, but not
simpler tasks.16 In humans, the story is not
as clear, with only certain complex tasks
and procedure-related tasks yielding consistent positive associations with rem.17
Moreover, rem sleep increases in individuals with major depressive disorder, but
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at least in geriatric populations, memory
is clearly impaired rather than improved
during the depressive episode.18 It is not
clear whether the rem increase causes
the memory change in this case, but it is
notable that successful pharmacologic
treatment of depression decreases or almost entirely eliminates rem.
rem is associated with some of the most
recognizable and fascinating aspects of
the experience of sleep, however. In experiments where human subjects were
awakened during sleep, rem was associated with the most vivid, bizarre dreams,
while sws was associated with more
realistic-seeming dreams.19 Additionally,
in a study where people were awakened
during rem, they made more associations
between ideas and were more able than
usual to solve complex anagrams and other
problems.20 On the other hand, sws has
emerged as a critical part of sleep that is
capable of changing synaptic weights and
that has been tied to a greater degree to
“declarative” memories: memories of
consciously declarable facts and events.

A simple yet persuasive model of sleep
suggests that during the day the brain processes information and coordinates perception and action, while nighttime serves
for proper maintenance of the entire system. In 1982, psychopharmacologist Alexander Borbély formally proposed that sleep
has a homeostatic function: the regulation
of a component he called “S,” which builds
with waking (causing “sleep pressure”)
and is relieved or dissipated during sleep.21
Support for this view can be found in experiments showing that the magnitude of
slow waves is larger at the start of sleep
and weaker later in sleep; it also becomes
larger yet with sleep deprivation, as if it responded to the degree of need for sleep.22
Additional support comes from data
showing that when a particular region of
brain is used intensely prior to sleep, slow144 (1) Winter 2015

wave amplitude is selectively larger in that
region.23 Sleep may play an even more
general function by effectively removing
potentially neurotoxic waste products that
accumulate in the central nervous system
during waking states.24
Recently, the hypothetical S-process
was linked with synaptic connections via
an influential theory stating that synaptic
connectivity is the factor that builds as
waking experience prolongs.25 Under this
theory, synaptic connections are constantly built as new associations are made during the course of waking. As more and
more associations are made, the brain may
build too many, running the risk of becoming less functional. Sleep might scale
back synapses to allow preserved brain
functioning. The homeostatic model speci½cally states that sleep weakens each individual synapse by a universal proportion
across all synapses, although it does not
attribute speci½c roles for rem and nonrem stages. Using advanced microscopic
and molecular biological techniques to directly view the anatomical synaptic connections in mice, neuroscientist Giulio
Tononi and his colleagues in fact did demonstrate that sustained waking results in
more synapses and sustained sleep brings
with it decreasing numbers of synapses.26
However, they also demonstrated that
some synapses were actually created during
sleep–a result that requires explanation.
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omewhat at odds with the theory that
sleep performs a universal synapse-reducing role is the view that sleep speci½cally
participates in memory consolidation. The
conflict comes from the notion that to consolidate memories, synapses active during
waking learning experience must be selectively kept active or even enhanced, which
is in apparent opposition to the synapseweakening homeostatic hypothesis.
Over the past two decades, numerous
experiments have been performed that
73
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support a “two-stage model” of memory
consolidation: during sleep–that is, after
waking acquisition–memories are not
wiped away or simply made to decay less
slowly, but are often actually improved,
molded, and shaped.27 Procedural memories, such as learned ½nger-tapping
rhythms, can be sped up or even abstracted
from one hand to another during sleep.28
Imagination-based mental practice of
movements or observation of others can
also lead to improvements after sleep.29
All of this supports the idea that new skills
can be built, gained, or incorporated into
the proper brain sites by sleep, which
appears to be performing an active and
constructive role. Additionally, people may
rearrange their knowledge after a session
of sleep, as evidenced by their committing
novel errors in a systematic fashion that
demonstrates they have internalized a
general concept rather than the precise details of a given set of pre-sleep events.30
Finally, there appears to be some emotional
or even conscious control over which
memories will be improved during sleep:
telling human subjects that they will receive rewards for retaining certain information seems to be enough to cause memory for that information to be the most
bolstered by sleep.31

The seemingly opposing views of synaptic homeostasis and consolidation may
be better approached if the synaptic perspective is supplemented with an electrical rhythm–based approach to categorizing and studying sleep. Oscillatory
rhythms can be used to divide sleep into
sws and rem. Furthermore, in animal
models, advanced neuroscienti½c tools can
aid in exploring neural activity in novel
ways, such as recording action potential activity from many neurons simultaneously
during behavior and sleep.
The key player in the memory consolidation process is the sharp-wave ripple
74

(spw-r): a brief (50–150 ms) electrical
rhythm generated by an intrinsic selforganizing process in the hippocampus,
which apparently provides a perfect mechanism for the precise consolidation of
waking experience.32 This brief rhythm
is cross-frequency-coupled with other
rhythms such as slow waves and sleep spindles, and it represents the most synchronous physiological pattern in the mammalian brain: 10 to 18 percent of all neurons
in the hippocampus and highly interconnected regions (subiculum and entorhinal
cortex) discharge during these events.
spw-rs occur during “offline” brain
states, such as waking immobility and
sws; apparently, they also represent a
counterpart to the theta oscillation, which
is present during movement, active waking learning, and rem. spw-rs have been
hypothesized as an ideal mechanism for
transferring information and inducing
synaptic changes,33 especially since arti½cially induced spw-r–like patterns can
strengthen synapses even in brain slices
in vitro.34 Another piece of evidence supporting spw-rs’ key role in information
transfer is the fact that sequences of neuronal assemblies present during waking
behavior are replayed (and at higher speed)
during subsequent spw-r events (see Figure 3).35
The replay phenomenon during spw-rs
may be a direct mechanism for consolidation, given mounting evidence showing
that the more often two neurons ½re together (as in spw-rs), the stronger the
synapse between them becomes.36 This
theory states that when neurons ½re repeatedly with a particular timing relative
to each other, the synapses between them
will strengthen, knitting them together
into a cohesive representation of a given
percept. This may be precisely what happens when the brain replays waking activity patterns through spw-rs occurring
in slow-wave sleep. Direct evidence for
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Figure 3
Schematic Replay of Waking Neuronal Activity during Sleep
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At left: during waking states, experience in the environment leads to certain sequences of neuronal ½ring, as in
this example where a rat has a number of neurons ½re in a sequence corresponding to places the animal has visited. At right: fast replay of the same ½ring sequence of neuronal activation during a sharp wave ripple in sleep.
Experiments have shown that replay after waking experience is greater than prior to waking experience. Source:
adapted with permission from Gabrielle Girardeau and Michaël Zugaro, “Hippocampal Ripples and Memory
Consolidation,” Current Opinion in Neurobiology 21 (3) (2011): 452–459.

spw-rs’ causal role in memory consolidation comes from studies in which
spw-rs were selectively eliminated after
learning.37 Such targeted interference did
not affect other aspects of sleep but produced a large impairment in learning.
While spw-rs can emerge solely from
a self-organized process, they are often biased to occur by other brain-wide oscillations, including sleep states. spw-rs are
modulated by thalamo-cortical sleepspindle oscillations (12–16 Hz);38 both
spw-rs and spindles are modulated by
slow oscillations;39 and ½nally, each of
these three rhythms is modulated by the
ultraslow (0.1 Hz) oscillation.40 Each of
these rhythms predominates in certain regions of the brain and their co-modulation
may allow for a coordination of the regions
they reside in to accomplish a complex
144 (1) Winter 2015

task: two-stage memory consolidation.
Speci½cally, we currently believe that
memories initially stored in the hippocampus during waking, and later, during sleep consolidation, are transferred to
other regions such as the cerebral cortex
for more permanent storage (though they
leave a trace in the hippocampal system).41
So it may be that during sws, slow waves,
which are known to originate in the cortex, entrain the hippocampus and spw-rs
to transmit information when the cortex is
ready to receive it.42 This would be a direct
(though anatomically opposite) sleeping
analog to the waking theta rhythm of the
hippocampus entraining the cortex so
that the cortex sends information when
the hippocampus is ready to receive it. Recent evidence supports this scenario with
data indicating that synaptic connections
75
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in the cortex can be formed particularly
well during the receptive phase of the slowwave oscillation.43
In a set of creative experiments, neuroscientist Jan Born and colleagues were able
to demonstrate the importance of slowwave activity by experimentally enhancing slow oscillations in sleeping people
using transcranial electrical stimulation
outside the scalp.44 They showed that increased power of slow oscillations leads
to increased memory gain upon waking.
It remains to be demonstrated whether
sleep spindles and slow oscillations contribute to memory consolidation by their
own mechanisms or by their entrainment
of hippocampal spw-rs.45
To summarize, selective and time-compressed reactivation of learning-induced
½ring patterns is present during sleep. Selective interference with the key rhythms
underlying the replay of spike sequences
impairs memory performance, whereas
enhancement of the relevant oscillatory
patterns improves memory performance.
It should be pointed out, however, that
while the experiments discussed above
demonstrate the vital importance of
spw-rs and other rhythms, they do not
provide direct information about the
mechanism by which those rhythms bring
about change, since arti½cial perturbations
affect the dynamic of neuronal interactions at many levels.

A n obvious limitation of both the homeostasis and consolidation models is that
they are mute on the role of rem sleep
and do not account for the complex choreography of the cyclic sws-rem sleep
process. One place for insight is the temporal dynamics of these processes during
sleep: while the homeostasis model assumes that synaptic weights generally undergo a monotonic decrease over the entire
duration of sleep, consolidation experiments demonstrate that compressed se76

quence replay of waking ½ring patterns
vanishes after thirty to sixty minutes.46
Remarkably, this time corresponds to the
onset of the ½rst rem episode in rodents.
Thus, it is possible that rem and sws play
different but complementary roles in the
sleep-memory process. Recent research
suggests that this may indeed be the case.
While prior evidence showed that overall ½ring rates of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons decreased steadily during sleep (as predicted by the homeostasis model), new ½ndings show that most
of the rate decrease could be accounted
for by a number of brief rem episodes
(see Figure 4).47 It is assumed that ½ring
rate may correlate with overall neuronal
synaptic connectivity. These experiments
show that ½ring rates actually increase
slightly during sws, which occupies the
majority of sleep, but that during brief
rem bouts there are dramatic drops in
½ring rate that cumulate over multiple
rem episodes. Thus, while several hours
of waking is necessary to reach the hypothesized saturation of synaptic weights
and ½ring rates, short rem episodes with
electrophysiological characteristics of
the waking brain can paradoxically bring
about rapid downscaling of global ½ring
rates. These results bring us back to the
critical importance of both sws and rem
and their interaction for allowing sleep to
carry out its full purpose of both consolidation and homeostatic synaptic downscaling.

The data presented above instruct us that
an approach oriented toward measuring
and understanding the electrical rhythms
of the brain gives a fuller picture of the
function and mechanisms of sleep. We
have proposed a possible fusion of the two
dominant models of sleep through the
division of labor by rem and sws. In its
simplest form, sws may be in charge of
consolidation and selective enhancement
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Figure 4
Complementary Roles for sws and rem in Neuronal Physiology
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In two types of neurons studied (pyramidal cells and inhibitory interneurons), sws led to a slight increase of spiking activity and possibly synaptic connectivity (rising slopes), while during rem sleep, action potential generation
and possibly synaptic connectivity decreased (falling slopes). Source: A. D. Grosmark, K. Mizuseki, E. Pastalkova,
K. Diba, and G. Buzsaki, “rem Sleep Reorganizes Hippocampal Excitability,” Neuron 75 (2012): 1001–1007.

of learning-related neuronal ½ring patterns, whereas rem may be responsible
for homeostatic downscaling of rates and
synaptic weights. Sleep always begins with
sws; thus, consolidation and strengthening of important synapses come ½rst, followed by a hypothetically “evenhanded”
downscaling of synapses by rem. This
would ensure that the most important
synapses are not lost in a population of
relatively similarly-sized synapses. The
process then can swing back to sws to
consolidate the content modi½ed by rem
before preparing for another iteration of
the cycle.
Alternatively, one can point out the overlapping aspects of the models. The consolidation model is de facto homeostatic
because selective enhancement of learning-related connectivity can occur only at
144 (1) Winter 2015

the expense of other synapses. This is due
to the fact that brain-wide synaptic weights
(and, by extension, brain-wide ½ring rates)
must remain constant; otherwise, epileptic activity would result.48 Therefore, any
increase must be accompanied by a compensatory decrease.
New ½ndings may also need to be considered when evaluating the theories discussed here. First, only a small fraction of
neurons active during spw-r events are
the same as those that were active during
prior learning, and many more sequences
occur than could be accounted for by the
sequences observed during waking behavior.49 Several experiments show that the
spike content of spw-rs does not exclusively relate to the activity during the most
recently experienced situation or to the
most frequent neuronal sequences of the
77
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preceding waking period.50 Finally, new
evidence is accumulating that suggests
spw-rs have a constructive (and not just
post-hoc) role in learning: it has been observed that groups of neurons that ½re in
a speci½c sequence during a novel running
behavior will have actually ½red in that
same order (though compressed in time)
in sleep before the new behavior occurs.51
This suggests that the brain may use preconstructed network structures during
behavior, and that sleep plays a role in the
pre-behavior activity of those network
constructs.

I

t is, of course, likely that the model presented above is overly simplistic and
misses many details. Additionally, certain
synapses and neurons may have varying
roles in network function that may accordingly cause them to be treated differently by sleep, and many assumptions
about the nature of these systems may
need to be re-addressed in light of new
data. However, it is worth seriously considering the theory that sleep is a general
tool used by mammals to tune their entire
neural system to be able to properly acquire, select, and store information. If experience is gained during waking, then
the connections formed by the registration
of that experience are not only passively
sheltered by sleep, but are ampli½ed, reorganized, and generalized (by consolidation); additionally, the slate is wiped
mostly clean and many synapses reset for
the next day of learning (by synaptic downscaling).
Without sleep, the waking brain system might be encumbered by having to
take on additional roles, such as preventing the formation of too many connections and selecting only the most useful
to remain. It seems nature has found that
allowing the waking state to be fully dedicated to tasks such as perception, learning,
and motor control is most adaptive as long
78

as sleep will come a few hours later to
clean and selectively reorganize the system. Thus, the system of adaptation,
learning, and memory may owe its ef½ciency to sleep’s balancing effects.
Additional evidence for sleep’s crucial
role in proper adaptive functioning comes
from cases of sleep deprivation. Acute
sleep deprivation can lead to seizures, impaired cognition, poor memory, mood lability, irritability, and even frank psychosis
with disorganized thinking and poor ability to accurately perceive reality.52 Indeed,
there is a well-documented but poorly understood link between many neuropsychiatric disorders (including major depressive disorder, anxiety disorders, and bipolar disorder) and sleep, and there is an
emerging consensus that sleep disorganization might be causally related to the cognitive-affective problems associated with
these disorders.

In summary, sleep is a pair of special
modes in the brain: sws and rem. Both of
these states are closed to outside inputs and
work in tandem to prepare and clean the
learning and memory system while retaining important information for later
use–all so that the brain can be maximally
focused on learning and adapting to its surroundings during the next period of awake
activity.
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